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Abstract

Introduction: Previous studies have highlighted a strong bidirectional relationship between cigar-
ette and alcohol consumption. To advance our understanding of this relationship the present study 
uses a behavioral economic approach in a community sample (N = 383) of nontreatment seeking 
heavy drinking smokers.
Aims and Methods: The aims were to examine same-substance and cross-substance relation-
ships between alcohol and cigarette use, and latent factors of demand. A community sample of 
nontreatment seeking heavy drinking smokers completed an in-person assessment battery including 
measures of alcohol and tobacco use as well as the Cigarette Purchase Task and the Alcohol Purchase 
Task. Latent factors of demand were derived from these hypothetical purchase tasks.
Results: Results revealed a positive correlation between paired alcohol and cigarette demand indices 
(eg, correlation between alcohol intensity and cigarette intensity) (rs = 0.18–0.46, p ≤ .003). Over and 
above alcohol factors, cigarette use variables (eg, Fagerström Test for Nicotine Dependence and cigar-
ettes per smoking day) significantly predicted an additional 4.5% (p < .01) of the variance in Persistence 
values but not Amplitude values for alcohol. Over and above cigarette factors, alcohol use variables 
predicted cigarette Persistence values (ΔR2 = .013, p = .05), however, did not predict Amplitude values.
Conclusions: These results advance our understanding of the overlap between cigarette and alcohol 
by demonstrating that involvement with one substance was associated with demand for the other sub-
stance. This asymmetric profile—from smoking to alcohol demand, but not vice versa—suggests that 
it is not simply tapping into a generally higher reward sensitivity and warrants further investigation.
Implications: To our knowledge, no study to date has examined alcohol and cigarette demand, 
via hypothetical purchase tasks, in a clinical sample of heavy drinking smokers. This study dem-
onstrates that behavioral economic indices may be sensitive to cross-substance relationships and 
specifically that such relationships are asymmetrically stronger for smoking variables affecting 
alcohol demand, not the other way around.
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Introduction

Despite declining rates of cigarette use,1–3 couse between alcohol 
and cigarettes remains high. Recent estimates from the National 
Epidemiological Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions 
(NESARC-III) revealed the odds of having a past 12-month 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-5 (DSM-5) nicotine use disorder 
is 3.2 times higher in the presence of an alcohol use disorder (AUD), 
regardless of AUD severity (Adjusted Odds Ratio = 3.2, 95% confi-
dence interval = 2.93–3.49).4 Couse between alcohol and cigarettes 
has been associated with an increased risk of head and neck can-
cers,5,6 as well as mood disorders.7 The negative impact of this couse 
pattern extends to cessation attempts, such that daily smokers with 
a current or past AUD are less likely to quit smoking8 and cigarette 
smoking has been linked with an increased risk of relapse to AUDs.9 
Multiple underlying mechanisms of action have been proposed to 
explain this robust bidirectional relationship. Genetic studies have 
highlighted the role of the human gene cluster CHRNA5/A3/B4 
in both alcohol and nicotine use.10,11 Preclinical and behavioral 
pharmacology studies have also highlighted varenicline (nAChR 
partial agonist) reducing alcohol consumption and in improving 
smoking cessation outcomes.12,13 Taken together, the epidemiological 
rates of couse, its impact on treatment outcomes, and mechanisms 
underlying this couse suggests that heavy drinking smokers consti-
tute a unique subpopulation of substance users.

Toward elucidating mechanisms of couse, heavy drinking smokers 
can be examined through the application of behavioral economics, 
which combines principles of economics and psychology to further 
our understanding choice behavior.14,15 The contemporary application 
of behavioral economics to addictive behavior is referred to as the 
reinforcer pathology approach, which emphasizes persistently high re-
inforcing value of a drug, disproportionate immediate preference for 
that reward despite long-term consequences, and a paucity of alter-
native reinforcers.14,15 Demand curve analyses can be used to oper-
ationalize the relative reinforcing efficacy (ie, behavior-strengthening 
property of a reinforcer compared with a nonreinforcer) of a substance 
by examining relationship between consumption of a substance and 
price.14,16 Hypothetical purchase tasks, in which individuals report 
how much of a specific substance they would consume at increasing 
prices, can be used to generate a demand curve. Various indices from 
the demand curve reflect relative reinforcing efficacy, which has been 
proposed to be a heterogeneous phenomenon,17 can be analyzed 
including intensity (consumption when free), Omax (maximum ex-
penditure), Pmax (price corresponding to maximum expenditure, ie, 
maximum inelastic price), breakpoint (first price point at which con-
sumption drops to zero), and elasticity (overall slope of the demand 
curve, ie, rate at which consumption decreases as price increases).

Various indices of demand assessed via hypothetical purchase 
task have been associated with real-world alcohol use. In a college 
sample, all five indices of demand have demonstrated significant 
correlations with self-report drinks per week and heavy drinking 
episodes per week.18 Intensity of demand, as well as craving for al-
cohol, have been associated with a greater number of AUD symp-
toms.19 Indices of demand have also been examined as predictors 
for treatment outcomes. Following a brief alcohol intervention, 
greater maximum expenditure for alcohol (Omax) and first price sup-
pressing consumption to zero (breakpoint) have been demonstrated 
to predict greater drinking at 6-month postintervention follow-up.20 
In the realm of tobacco use, a recent meta-analysis found all five 
behavioral economic indices to be strongly associated with cigar-
ette consumption and tobacco dependence, with intensity, Omax, and 

elasticity displaying the most robust associations highlighting the 
robust associations between cigarette demand and cigarette use.21 
Even among cannabis use, demand for cannabis has been shown to 
predict cannabis use frequency and quantity.22 Collectively, these re-
sults demonstrate how behavioral economic indices are implicated in 
both alcohol and tobacco dependence.

However, when taking these findings together, few studies to date 
have examined behavioral economic indices of alcohol in a sample 
of heavy drinking smokers. One previous study has found that heavy 
drinking smokers, relative to heavy drinking nonsmokers, report 
greater alcohol Omax and breakpoint.23 An additional study with col-
lege students who reported at least one heavy drinking episode in 
the past month found that the same pattern of higher alcohol Omax 
and breakpoint with those who also reported smoking at least one 
cigarette in the past month in comparison to nonsmokers, as well as 
greater Pmax.

24 Amlung et al.23 proposed that it is not entirely clear 
whether heavy drinking smokers are more sensitive to alcohol reward 
specifically, or if they demonstrate a generalized hypersensitivity to 
reward and/or multiple drugs. Thus, further research is needed to 
elucidate how demand for cigarettes and alcohol may be altered and 
influence each other in a sample that uses both substances.

Previously, the latent structure of demand curve indices has been 
found to have two components, Amplitude and Persistence, with 
Omax loading on both, intensity loading on the former and Pmax, 
elasticity, and breakpoint loading on the latter.25–28 Persistence re-
flects measures of sensitivity to increase price whereas Amplitude 
reflects the amount consumed and spent. In examining these two 
factors in relation to self-reported alcohol use and alcohol prob-
lems, Persistence has been suggested to reflect a more compulsive 
dimension of alcohol-seeking thus being more relevant to alcohol-
dependent individuals.28 Amplitude has been suggested to be more 
salient among heavy drinkers as it is closely related to current al-
cohol use measures. These two factors extend the initial five facets 
of demand to represent the underlying relationship among these de-
mand indices. Using these two factors as opposed to the five demand 
indices may aid in reducing Type I error inflation.26

To our knowledge, no study to date has examined alcohol and cig-
arette demand, via hypothetical purchase tasks, in a clinical sample 
of heavy drinking smokers. The aims of the present study are: (1) 
examine the association between latent factors of demand and de-
mand indices for nicotine and alcohol in a sample of heavy drinking 
smokers, (2) examine the association between nicotine and alcohol 
use severity and latent factors of demand and demand indices for 
nicotine and alcohol, respectively, and (3) test cross-substance asso-
ciations between alcohol and cigarette use severity/past 30-day use 
and latent factors of demand and demand indices. Based on the small 
existing literature, we hypothesize heavy alcohol use will be associ-
ated with increased demand for cigarettes and heavier smoking will 
predict increased demand for alcohol.

Materials and Methods

Participants and Procedures
Participants consisted of a community sample of nontreatment 
seeking daily smokers who drank heavily recruited from the greater 
Los Angeles area. Data for this study were collected at the initial 
eligibility screening visit and prior to medication assignment as 
part of a larger study medication study examining varenicline and 
naltrexone.29 The study was approved by the Institutional Review 
Board of the University of California Los Angeles.
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Interested participants completed a phone interview to determine 
eligibility. Eligible participants were nontreatment seeking daily 
smokers (≥10 cigarettes/day) who were also heavy drinkers, con-
sistent with the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
guidelines of ≥14 drinks/week for men and ≥7 for women at least 
monthly over the prior year. If eligible following the telephone 
interview, participants were invited for an in-person screening visit. 
Participants were required to have a breath alcohol concentration of 
0.000 g/dL and were excluded if they tested positive for any drugs, 
with the exception marijuana.

Measures
The following individual difference measures were collected during 
the initial screening visit: (1) demographics questionnaire to gather 
data on age, sex, race/ethnicity, education, marital status, and in-
come; (2) Time-Line Follow-Back30 to assess for frequency and quan-
tity of alcohol and smoking use over the past 30 days; (3) Fagerström 
Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND)31 to assess for nicotine de-
pendence severity; and (4) Alcohol Dependence Scale (ADS)32 to as-
sess for alcohol dependence severity.

Behavioral Economic Indices
Behavioral economic indices were assessed with the Alcohol Purchase 
Task (APT)33 and Cigarette Purchase Task (CPT).34,35 For the APT, 
participants were provided with the following instructions: “Imagine 
that you are drinking in a typical situation when you drink. The fol-
lowing questions ask how many drinks you would consume if they 
cost various amounts of money. The available drinks are standard 
size domestic beer (12 oz.), wine (5 oz.), shots of hard liquor (1.5 
oz.), or mixed drinks containing one shot of liquor. Assume that you 
did not drink alcohol before you are making these decisions and 
will not have an opportunity to drink elsewhere after making these 
stockpile drinks for a later date or bring drinks home with you.” The 
16 specific prices included for alcohol were: $0.00, $0.01, $0.05, 
$0.13, $0.25, $0.50, $1.00, $3.00, $6.00, $11.00 $35.00, $70.00, 
$140.00, $280.00, $560.00, and $1120.00. A similar set of instruc-
tions were given for the CPT with reference to cigarettes. The 24 spe-
cific prices included for cigarettes were: $0.00, $0.05, $0.10, $0.15, 
$0.20, $0.25, $0.30, $0.35, $0.40, $0.45, $0.50, $0.60, $0.70, $0.80, 
$0.90, $1.00, $1.20, $1.40, $1.60, $1.80, $2.00, $4.00, $8.00, and 
$10.00. The outcomes for these purchase tasks were hypothetical, 
however hypothetical purchase tasks have been shown to be highly 
correlated with tangible outcomes.36,37

Data Analytic Plan
Prior to the primary analyses for the APT and CPT, invariant re-
sponding and excessive preference reversals (ie, consuming more 
at higher prices) across the task were identified and removed from 
the analysis. Participants with missing data for intensity (consump-
tion when free) were excluded from all analyses. A  total of 461 
participants completed the initial screening. For the APT, 111 were 
removed at the initial data processing stage due to missing data (de-
fined as missing all APT values; n = 46), missing data for intensity 
(n = 60), and an intensity value close to zero (ie, .005) implying lack 
of understanding of the task (n = 5). At the effort check stage, 28 
were removed due to excessive preference reversals (n = 18) and in-
variant responding (n = 10). For the CPT, 101 were removed at the 
initial data processing stage due to missing data (defined as missing 
all CPT values; n = 42) and intensity values equal to zero implying 

lack of understanding of the task (n = 59). At the effort check stage, 
28 were removed due to excessive preference reversals (n = 16) and 
invariant responding (n  =  9). One additional participant was ex-
cluded due to having a majority of outlying values.

Due to purchase task data processing steps the final sample sizes 
for the Alcohol and CPT indices differ. Specifically, not all partici-
pants who had data present for the APT also had data present for the 
CPT. A total of 383 participants had valid purchase task data, with 
322 for the APT and 334 for the CPT. A total of 273 participants had 
valid data present for both the APT and CPT. Outliers at the price 
level and at the index level (Z-score cutoff 3.29) were winsorized 
to the exact next highest nonoutlying value.36 For the APT, the per-
centage of outlying responses at the item-level ranged from .6% to 
1.9%. The percentage of index-level outliers ranged from .3% to 
6.8%. For the CPT, the percentage of outlying responses at the item-
level ranged from .6% to 3.0%. The percentage of index-level out-
liers ranged from .9% to 3.0%.

For alcohol demand, all indices were log transformed for nor-
mality. For cigarette demand, Omax, breakpoint, and elasticity were 
log transformed for normality. Four behavioral economic indices 
from the hypothetical purchase task (intensity, Omax, Pmax, and 
breakpoint) were generated using an observed values approach.18 
Elasticity was derived using the exponentiated version of Hursh 
and Silberberg’s38 exponential demand equation for demand curve 
analysis:

Q = Q0 ∗ 10k(e
−αQ0C−1)

where Q = consumption at a given price, Q0 = consumption at zero 
price, k = constant parameter reflecting the range of consumption 
values in log10 units and was set at 2 in this sample, α  =  derived 
demand parameter reflecting the rate of consumption decline asso-
ciated with increasing price, and C  =  the price of the cigarette or 
alcohol.

Bivariate correlations were used to examine the relationship 
among behavioral economic indices within each substance (eg, cor-
relation among alcohol intensity and Omax) and between pairing 
indices (eg, correlation between alcohol intensity and cigarette 
intensity). An exploratory factor analysis was conducted using 
principal-components analysis (PCA) estimation method with an 
oblique (oblimin) rotation to allow for a multifactorial solution with 
correlated factors. The PCA approach is consistent with previous 
research examining the latent structure of demand,26–28 with the ra-
tionale that characterizing total variance among indices was prefer-
able due to the high levels of variability among associations between 
demand indices.34 Factor structure was determined by an eigenvalue 
greater than 1 and by further examination of the scree plot. When 
interpreting the rotated factor pattern, factor loading of 0.40 on the 
pattern matrix was the criteria used to determine if an item signifi-
cantly loaded onto a given factor.39,40 The resulting factors were to be 
used as dependent variables in subsequent analyses.

A series of hierarchical multiple regressions with PROC REG 
were used to test our second and third aims in relation to same-
substance and cross-substance associations between use severity/past 
30-day use and latent factors of demand and demand indices. The 
primary outcomes were the latent factors of demand derived from 
the PCA. Due to the lack of existing research on the traditional five 
behavioral economic indices for alcohol and cigarettes in a sample 
of heavy drinking smokers, we ran parallel models including the five 
indices of demand as opposed to the latent factors of demand. These 
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results are presented in Supplementary Materials. In the lowest block 
were demographic characteristics (sex, age, education, employ-
ment, race, and income). Due to the possible influence of income 
on choice behavior, income was included in this block of analyses. 
The second block included same-substance predictors (ie, ADS and 
drinks per drinking day for alcohol demand indices), while the third 
block included cross-substance predictors (ie, FTND and cigarettes 
per smoking day for alcohol demand indices). The same pattern 
of analyses was replicated for cigarette smoking indices, such that 
the second block included same-substance indicators of cigarette 
smoking and the third block included cross-substance indicators of 
alcohol use.

To control alpha inflation an omnibus approach was used in the 
hierarchical regression, such that if the change in R2 was not sig-
nificant, the block of coefficients was not considered further. This 
approach reduces alpha inflation by reducing the total number of 
tests. No correction for Type I error was implemented based on the 
rationale that Type I error needs to be considered at the level of fam-
ilies of hypotheses separately and not for the number of variables 
in the whole set of analyses reported.41 In the present analyses, the 
primary outcomes of the two factors of demand represent two fam-
ilies of hypotheses suggesting correction for Type I error may not be 
necessary. Results from full models including the three aforemen-
tioned blocks and reduced models, excluding nonsignificant blocks, 
are reported. Analyses were conducted in SAS University Edition 
version 9.4.42

Power analyses for the final study sample of n = 322 for the APT 
and n  =  334 for the CPT were conducted in G*Power 3.1.43 We 
conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine the minimum effect 
size that could be reliably detected in the planned hierarchical mul-
tiple regressions with three sets of predictors (demographics, same-
substance variables, cross-substance variables) in an F test for a fixed 
multiple regression with an R2 increase setting the alpha level at p < 
.05 and power = .80. Across the APT and CPT, the results revealed 
the sample size afforded an 80% power to detect an effect size of 
f2 = .03 which is slightly above the small effect cutoff.44

Results

Sample Characteristics
Participants were, on average, 35.78 (SD  =  10.61) years old and 
were 29% female. The racial breakdown was such that 37.5% iden-
tified as African American, 30% Caucasian, 3% Asian, 9% Latinx, 
2% Native American, and 18% multiracial. Approximately 68% of 
the sample reported a pretax household income less than $30 000. 
Participants reported an average of 21.01 (SD = 7.68) drinking days 
within the last month and an average number of 6.76 (SD = 4.49) 
drinks per drinking day. For cigarette smoking, participants on 
average smoked cigarettes 28.91 (SD = 3.55) days in the last month 
and had a mean of 14.02 (SD = 7.73) cigarettes per smoking day. For 
alcohol use severity, participants reported an average ADS score of 
12.93 (SD = 7.38) indicating low alcohol dependence and endorsed 
low to moderate nicotine dependence with a mean FTND score of 
4.36 (SD = 2.27).

Relationship Between Demand for Alcohol and 
Cigarettes APT and CPT
Demand curves representing hypothetical consumption across a 
range of prices are presented in Figure 1 for alcohol and Figure 2 

for cigarettes. Correlations within demand indices of the same-
substance and between demand indices of cross-substances (ie, 
correlation between alcohol intensity and cigarette intensity) are 
presented in Supplementary Materials. For alcohol, there were sig-
nificant (ps < .01) positive correlations between intensity and Omax 
(r = 0.15), Omax and Pmax (r = 0.89), Omax and breakpoint (r = 0.87), 
and Pmax and breakpoint (r = 0.91). Significant negative correlations 
were observed between Omax and elasticity (r = −0.84), Pmax and elas-
ticity (r = −0.68), and breakpoint and elasticity (r = −0.73). Results 
revealed three sets of nonsignificant (ps > .31) correlations between 
intensity and Pmax, breakpoint, and elasticity. For cigarette demand 
indices, there were significant positive correlations within all in-
dices with the exception of intensity and Pmax (r  = −.04, p  =  .44). 
Correlations between pairing demand indices for alcohol and cigar-
ettes (eg, elasticity for alcohol and elasticity for cigarettes) revealed 
significant positive correlations among all pairing indices (rs = 0.17–
0.45, p < .003).

Figure 1. Demand curve for number of drinks purchased on the Alcohol 
Purchase Task (APT). Log coordinates for price on the horizontal axis are used 
for proportionality. Intensity is depicted as value of .001 instead of zero due to 
log axis. Only participants with complete and valid data are included.

Figure 2. Demand curve for number of cigarettes purchased on the Cigarettes 
Purchase Task (CPT). Log coordinates for price on the horizontal axis are used 
for proportionality. Intensity is depicted as value of .001 instead of zero due to 
log axis. Only participants with complete and valid data are included.
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Factor Analysis
Results from the PCA and examination of the scree plot suggested 
two latent factors. For the APT, the two factors accounted for a total 
of 89.49% of the variance. The first factor representing Persistence 
accounted for 69.33% of the variance with an eigenvalue of 3.47. 
This factor was primarily composed of Omax, Pmax, breakpoint, and 
elasticity. The second factor representing Amplitude accounted for 
20.02% of the variance with an eigenvalue of 1.01. This factor was 
primarily composed of intensity. The two factors exhibited a small 
correlation (r = 0.06). Remaining factors accounted for a small pro-
portion of the variance with small eigenvalues (all < .36). For the 
CPT, the two factors accounted for a total of 82.92% of the vari-
ance. The first factor representing Persistence accounted for 61.83% 
of the variance with an eigenvalue of 3.09. This factor was primarily 
composed of Omax, Pmax, breakpoint, and elasticity. The second factor 
representing Amplitude accounted for 21.09% of the variance with 
an eigenvalue of 1.05. This factor was primarily composed of inten-
sity and Pmax. The two factors exhibited a small correlation (r = 0.18). 
Remaining factors accounted for a small proportion of the variance 
with small eigenvalues (all ≤.43). Pattern matrix reflecting the par-
tial correlations between each variable and each rotated factor are 
presented in Supplementary Materials. These resulting factors align 
with previous research.26–28

Demand for Alcohol
Results from the hierarchical regression analyses for alcohol de-
mand are presented in Table  1. When examining Persistence, full 
models revealed the first block of demographics was not significant 
as it accounted for 4% of the variance (p = .31) and thus was not 
considered further for Persistence models. Alcohol use variables ac-
counted for 4.0% of the variance (p < .01) such that greater drinks 
per drinking day (p = .01) predicted greater Persistence values. ADS 
scores were nonsignificant (p = .08). Over and above these alcohol 

factors, the addition of cigarette use variables significantly predicted 
an additional 4.5% (R2 of the block = .09). Specifically, FTND scores 
predicted significantly greater Persistence values (p < .01), however 
cigarettes per smoking day was not a significant predictor (p = 
.73). When examining Amplitude, the first block of demographics 
accounted for 15.2% of the variance (p < .01). The second block 
adding alcohol use variables accounted for an additional 18.2% 
of the variance (p < .01) such that greater ADS scores and greater 
drinks per drinking day predicted greater intensity of demand for 
alcohol (ps < .01). However, the addition of cigarette use variables 
in the third block did not significantly predict alcohol intensity over 
and above alcohol use variables (ΔR2 = .003, p = .55). A summary 
of the results with the traditional five indices of demand as opposed 
to the two factors are presented in Supplementary Materials. The re-
sults align directly with the results presented above with the 2-factor 
solution.

Demand for Cigarettes
Results from the hierarchical regression analyses for cigarette de-
mand are presented in Table 2. When examining Persistence, the first 
block of demographics accounted for 7.3% of the variance (p = .01). 
The second block adding cigarette use variables accounted for an 
additional 7.0% (R2 of the block =  .14) of the variance (p < .01) 
such that greater FTND scores and greater cigarettes per smoking 
day predicted greater Persistence values (ps < .02). However, the 
addition of alcohol use variables in the third block did not signifi-
cantly predict Persistence values over and above cigarette use vari-
ables (ΔR2 = .010, p = .16). When examining Amplitude, full models 
revealed the first block of demographics was not significant as it 
accounted for 3.9% of the variance (p = .31) and thus was not con-
sidered further for Amplitude models. Cigarette use variables ac-
counted for 3.24% of the variance (p < .01) such that greater FTND 
scores and greater cigarettes per smoking day predicted greater 

Table 1. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Latent Factors of Alcohol Demand 

Persistence Amplitude

 ΔR2 b Std. Err. ΔR2 b Std. Err.

Block 1 ---   .152   
 Sex  --- ---  .325* .116
 Age  --- ---  −.032* .005
 Education  --- ---  −.023 .016
 Employ. = Full-Time  --- ---  .140 .155
 Employ. = Part-Time  --- ---  .027 .152
 Race = African Am.  --- ---  −.098 .136
 Race = Asian  --- ---  .151 .368
 Race = Latino/a  --- ---  .143 .199
 Race = Native Am.  --- ---  −.195 .486
 Race = Multi-Racial  --- ---  −.020 .154
 Income  --- ---  −.020 .033
Block 2 .040   .182   
 ADS  .014 .008  .039* .007
 DPDD  .032* .013  .059* .011
Block 3 .045   ---   
 FTND  .099* .028  --- ---
 CPSD  −.003 .009  --- ---

ADS = Alcohol Dependence Scale; CPSD = Cigarettes per Smoking Day; DPDD = Drinks per Drinking Day; Employ. = Employment; FTND = Fagerström Test for 
Nicotine Dependence. R2 change, unstandardized regression coefficients, and standard errors presented for each block. Reference group for employment status is 
unemployed, and Caucasian for race. Results presented are from reduced models excluding blocks that were not significant (“---” indicates nonsignificant block 
where block coefficients were not considered further).
*Significance at p ≤ .05.
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Persistence values (ps < .01). The addition of alcohol use variables in 
the third block significantly predict Amplitude over and above cig-
arette use variables (ΔR2 = .01, p = .05), however when examining 
the coefficients neither ADS scores nor drinks per drinking day were 
significant (ps > .13). A summary of the results with the traditional 
five indices of demand as opposed to the two factors are presented 
in Supplementary Materials. The results generally align directly with 
the results presented above with the 2-factor solution.

Discussion

In a large sample of heavy drinking smokers, this study examined 
the association between latent factors of demand for nicotine and 
alcohol, in terms of same-substance associations cross-substance as-
sociations between use severity/past 30-day use for each substance 
in relation to demand for the other substance (ie, how alcohol de-
pendence and use predicts demand for cigarettes). In examining 
same-substance relationships reflected in the second block of the 
hierarchical regression models for alcohol, a relatively consistent 
pattern emerged such that greater alcohol use severity, as indexed 
by ADS and past 30-day use, was associated with greater derived 
Persistence and Amplitude values. For demand for cigarettes, there 
was a similar pattern of consistency in cigarette use variables, rep-
resented by FTND and past 30-day cigarette use, as these variables 
were associated with both Persistence and Amplitude.

These findings were consistent with the literature and support the 
notion that use and dependence of a substance is related to demand 
for a substance that can be captured through hypothetical purchase 
tasks.19,21 Results from our final aim of testing cross-substance asso-
ciations revealed an interesting pattern whereby cigarette depend-
ence and use predicted Persistence values for alcohol, however not 
Amplitude values for alcohol. For Persistence, these effects were seen 
in the expected direction whereby greater FTND predicted greater 

Persistence values. The same pattern was not seen in predicting cig-
arette demand such that alcohol dependence and use did not sig-
nificantly predict Persistence values over and above alcohol use 
factors. However, alcohol use and dependence significantly pre-
dicted Amplitude values. Notably, this alcohol variables in the final 
block reached statistical significance with change in R2, but when 
examining the coefficients of this block, neither drinks per drinking 
day nor ADS scores were significant. Further, the additional amount 
of variance this cross-substance use block was able to predict in 
Amplitude was rather small (1.3%) in comparison to the significant 
cross-substance use block predicting Persistence values (4.5%).

Results of our PCA aligned with previous literature supporting 
that Persistence reflects four main dimensions of the demand curve, 
maximum expenditure (Omax), price corresponding to maximum ex-
penditure (Pmax), first price suppressing consumption to zero (break-
point), and the overall slope of the demand curve (elasticity). This 
factor Persistence represents interrelated measures of sensitivity to 
escalating price that has been hypothesized to reflect how far, in 
terms of price, an individual is willing to spend on alcohol.28 The 
second factor Amplitude consisted of only one demand indices, in-
tensity, thus reflecting how much in consumption an individual is 
willing to consume.28 These findings suggest that the Persistence 
factor is operative in these findings for alcohol, suggesting that 
greater tobacco involvement is associated with insensitivity to the 
escalating response cost for alcohol. This pattern did not transition 
to cigarette outcomes, where results indicate the alcohol involvement 
is associated with greater overall consumption when free as repre-
sented by the Amplitude factor.

These results align in part with previous work examining alcohol 
demand in a sample of heavy drinking smokers. We found greater 
nicotine dependence to relatively consistently predict greater willing-
ness to spend on alcohol reflected in the Persistence factor which is 
consistent with Amlung et al. findings of smokers experiencing greater 

Table 2. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Predicting Latent Factors of Cigarette Demand

Persistence Amplitude

 ΔR2 b Std. Err. ΔR2 b Std. Err.

Block 1 .073   ---   
 Sex  .253* .120  --- ---
 Age  .005 .006  --- ---
 Education  −.023 .020  --- ---
 Employ. = Full-Time  .029 .160  --- ---
 Employ. = Part-Time  .260 .156  --- ---
 Race = African Am.  −.344* .138  --- ---
 Race = Asian  −.135 .313  --- ---
 Race = Latino/a  −.440* .205  --- ---
 Race = Native Am.  .086 .450  --- ---
 Race = Multi-Racial  −.095 .160  --- ---
 Income  .080* .034  --- ---
Block 2 .070   .328   
 FTND  .074* .033  .060* .024
 CPSD  .020* .008  .065* .007
Block 3 --- --- --- .013   
 ADS  --- ---  .010 .006
 DPDD  --- ---  .017 .011

ADS = Alcohol Dependence Scale; CPSD = Cigarettes per Smoking Day; DPDD = Drinks per Drinking Day; Employ. = Employment; FTND = Fagerström Test for 
Nicotine Dependence. R2 change, unstandardized regression coefficients, and standard errors presented for each block. Results presented are from reduced models 
excluding blocks that were not significant (“---” indicates nonsignificant block where block coefficients were not considered further).
*Significance at p ≤ .05.
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alcohol Omax and breakpoint than nonsmokers.23 Additionally, our 
results support Yurasek et al. finding that Pmax for alcohol was also 
elevated among smokers. When examining additional comorbidities, 
a recent study found greater alcohol demand among those who 
couse alcohol and cannabis.45 Furthermore, an early study of com-
modity specificity revealed that tobacco demand is fundamentally 
independent of food demand suggesting that purchase tasks are 
not simply capturing a generic reward sensitivity.46 In line with 
what has previously been suggested,23 there is the possibility of a 
general hypersensitivity to all rewards that individuals who couse 
both alcohol and cigarettes may experience. If there were a general-
ized hypersensitivity to reward, we would expect to see a consistent 
pattern across cigarettes and alcohol such that alcohol use would 
predict cigarette demand and vice versa. In our sample, we found 
nicotine dependence and use to be relatively consistent in predicting 
greater insensitivity to the escalating response cost for alcohol via 
Persistence factor while alcohol dependence and use only predicted 
Amplitude reflecting intensity of demand for cigarettes.

These results imply from a behavioral economics framework, 
there may be a stronger effect of nicotine dependence on demand for 
alcohol than the other way around (ie, asymmetric cross-commodity 
reinforcing value). There are various possibilities by which tobacco 
involvement would predict greater reinforcing value of alcohol. One 
possibility is a methodological issue such that is plausible that this 
sample had a more stable smoking pattern (10+ cigarettes/day) with 
more variability in alcohol use, which in turn may explain these ef-
fects. In samples that use cigarettes more sporadically, alcohol may 
have a stronger effect driving demand for cigarettes. Another possi-
bility is asymmetric pharmacological interactions with alcohol po-
tentiating nicotine’s effects but the opposite not being true to the 
same extent. From a behavioral economics standpoint, this is turn 
could mean there are asymmetrical behavioral interactions, such 
that smoking is more of a complement than alcohol with smoking 
making drinking better to a larger extent than drinking makes 
smoking better. A final possibility is that smoking involvement is a 
proxy for other items, such as comorbid psychiatric issues (eg, de-
pression and anxiety) or other risk factors, such as adverse child-
hood events. From this perspective, alcohol becomes more valuable 
because smokers tend to be more disadvantaged and otherwise 
vulnerable.

Results indicated significant correlations within demand indices 
for cigarettes among all demand indices, with the exception of in-
tensity and Pmax. When examining demand for alcohol, nearly all 
demand indices were highly correlated apart from intensity which 
did not correlate with Pmax, breakpoint, and elasticity. While each of 
these demand indices is functionally related all having been derived 
from the same demand curve, the construct of relative reinforcing 
efficacy value is proposed to be heterogenous in nature.17 Thus, the 
consistent patterns of correlations may serve as a reflection of the 
demand curve, and deviations in correlations within a substance 
may reflect a unique aspect of our couse population where by de-
mand indices for one substance, namely cigarettes, are more strongly 
interrelated than demand indices for alcohol. The higher correlations 
may also have been a result of the differences in pricing structure.

The present study should be interpreted in light of its strengths 
including a large sample size and use of all five behavioral economic 
indices to examine the effects alcohol could have on all aspects of 
the demand curve for cigarettes and vice versa. Limitations include 
the use of ADS and FTND as self-report measures of use severity, as 
opposed to a formal AUD or Tobacco Use Disorder diagnoses. In 
addition, the APT used an early price structure that was modeled on 

a progressive-ratio operant schedule, with a doubling of response 
requirements that leads to the inclusion of nonmarket prices. This 
approach includes large intervals between prices that can inflate 
variance and may be responsible, for example, in the within-task dif-
ferences in correlations for the APT and CPT, which used a narrower 
range of market-compatible prices.

In summary, our results show that latent factors of demand derived 
from behavioral economic indices may be sensitive to cross-substance 
relationships and specifically that such relationships are asymmetric-
ally stronger for smoking variables affecting alcohol demand, not the 
other way around. Whether this is a function of differential pharma-
cological interactions between alcohol and nicotine or whether it is 
because smoking severity is a proxy for other factors that lead to higher 
alcohol reinforcing value cannot be inferred in the current study, but 
warrants subsequent examination. More broadly, understanding cross-
commodity demand relationships has the potential to illuminate both 
overlapping and nonoverlapping aspects of substance misuse.

Supplementary Material
A Contributorship Form detailing each author’s specific involvement with this 
content, as well as any supplementary data, are available online at https://
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Supplementary data are available at Nicotine & Tobacco Research online.
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